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Abstract
If L is a list assignment of colors to the vertices of a graph G of chromatic number (G),
a certain condition on L and G, known as Hall’s condition, which is obviously necessary for
G to have an L-coloring, is known to be su3cient if and only if each block of G is a clique.
We show that if the set of colors from which the lists are drawn has size (G) then there
exist graphs G for which Hall’s condition is su3cient for an L-coloring even though not every
block of G is a clique. But if the set of colors has size greater than (G), then Hall’s condition
is again su3cient if and only if each block of G is a clique. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All
rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
A vertex list assignment to a graph G is a function L from V (G) to the power set
of C where C is a <nite set of colors. An L-coloring of G is a proper vertex coloring
 : V (G)→ C such that (v)∈L(v) for each v∈V (G).
Given a graph G, a vertex list assignment L to G, and a color  in C, for each
induced subgraph H of G let 
(; L; H) denote the size of the largest independent set
of vertices in H whose lists contain . The pair (G; L) is said to satisfy Hall’s condition
(introduced by Hilton and Johnson in [6]) if and only if
∑
∈C 
(; L; H)¿ |V (H)| for
every induced subgraph H of G. If G has an L-coloring then obviously (G; L) satis<es
Hall’s condition. The converse is not true in general. For example, the graphs and list
assignments shown in Fig. 1 satisfy Hall’s condition, but there is no list coloring.
We will say that a graph G is HC if for each list assignment L to G such that
(G; L) satis<es Hall’s condition, there is an L-coloring of G. That complete graphs are
HC is just a restatement of Hall’s well-known theorem on the existence of a system
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Fig. 1. Two graphs which are not HC.
of distinct representatives [5]. Hilton and Johnson [6] showed the class of graphs that
are HC is just a bit larger:
Theorem HJ1. G is HC if and only if each block of G is a clique.
Research has proceeded in several directions from Theorem HJ1. In [3] an attempt
was made to generalize Theorem HJ1 to multicolorings—where there is a function
 : V (G) → Z+ and for each v∈V (G), (v) colors must be used at vertex v such
that no color is used on adjacent vertices. There is then a reduced class of graphs
for which a suitably generalized version of Hall’s condition is su3cient for a proper
multicoloring for all functions L and .
The Hall number h(G) of a graph G (introduced by Hilton and Johnson in [6]; also
see [1,2,7,8]) is the smallest positive integer j such that for each list assignment L,
whenever L satis<es Hall’s condition and |L(v)|¿ j for every vertex v∈V (G), there
is an L-coloring of G. The much-studied choice number c(G) (introduced by Erdo˝s,
et al. in [4] and Vizing in [11]) is de<ned in exactly the same way except there is
no requirement that L satis<es Hall’s condition. Obviously h(G)6 c(G). Unlike choice
number, h(G) can be less than (G) (a restatement of Theorem HJ1 is that h(G)= 1 if
and only if each block of G is a clique). For example, the graph G and list assignment
in Fig. 1(a) shows that h(G)¿ 2; it is not hard to see that h(G)= c(G)= 3 for this
graph.
The Hall number of a graph is the minimum list size which then makes Hall’s
condition su3cient for an L-coloring for each list assignment L. In this paper we
investigate instead the eNect of restricting the total number of colors.
Let G be a graph, k be a positive integer greater than or equal to the chromatic
number (G) of G, and C be a set of colors of size k. We will say that G is k-HC
if for each list assignment L to G with colors from C such that (G; L) satis<es Hall’s
condition, there is an L-coloring of G. Clearly if (G)6 k6m and G is m-HC then
G is also k-HC, and if G is HC then G is k-HC for each k¿ (G).
The existence of graphs that are 2-HC but not HC was established in [8] where the
following result (stated diNerently) is proved:
Theorem HJ2. G is 2-HC if and only if G is bipartite.
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So every bipartite graph that is not a forest is 2-HC but not HC. One such graph is
the 4-cycle, which is not 3-HC as can be seen by assigning lists {1}; {12}; {23}; {13}
to the successive vertices.
In this paper we show (Theorems 7 and 8) that the only integer k such that a
graph can be k-HC, but not HC, is k = (G). We also characterize (Theorem 3) which
graphs, in a particular family of r-chromatic graphs, are r-HC but not HC.
2. Results
A graph G is uniquely r-colorable if (G)= r and G has a unique r-coloring. The
following theorem is one of the two main results of this paper.
Theorem 3. Let G be a uniquely r-colorable graph with color classes of sizes n1; : : : ; nr .
If each independent set of vertices in G of size at least n=min{n1; : : : ; nr} is con-
tained in one of the color classes; then G is r-HC if and only if either n¿ r − 1 or
n1 = n2 = · · ·= nr .
The following result from [1] follows immediately from Theorem 3.
Corollary 4. Let G be a uniquely r-colorable graph with each color class of size
|V (G)|=r. If the only independent sets of size at least |V (G)|=r are the color classes
then G is r-HC.
For example, the (r−1)st power of the rm-cycle (meaning there is an edge between
each pair of vertices on the rm-cycle whose distance apart is at most r − 1) is such
a graph for all integers r and m greater than or equal to 2. The following result also
follows immediately from Theorem 3.
Corollary 5. The complete r-partite graph Kn1; n2 ;:::;nr is r-HC if and only if n1 = n2 =
· · ·= nr or all color classes have size at least r − 1.
The following result is a strengthening of one direction of Theorem 3.
Theorem 6. If G is an r-chromatic graph having an independent set of size s6 r− 2
and another independent set of size t ¿ s; both of which occur as color classes in
every proper r-coloring; then G is not r-HC.
Our other main result shows that the class of graphs that are r-HC but not HC is
quite limited.
Theorem 7. If G is a graph that is r-HC but not HC then the chromatic number of
G is equal to r.
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Theorem 8. If G is a graph with chromatic number r that is not HC; then G is not
(r + 1)-HC.
Theorem 8 is logically equivalent to Theorem 7. One way to see this is as follows. If
(G)= r and G is not HC, let AG = {k ∈Z |G is k-HC} and BG = {k ∈Z | k¿ r and G
is not k-HC}. It follows immediately from the de<nitions that there exists an integer m
greater than or equal to r such that AG = {k ∈Z | r6 k ¡m} and BG = {k ∈Z | k¿m}.
Both Theorems 7 and 8 say that AG = or AG = {r} (m= r and m= r+1 respectively).
And Theorem 3 shows that there do exist graphs G such that AG = {r}.
3. Proofs
Proof of Theorem 3. (⇐) Let G be a uniquely r-colorable graph, let X = {V1; V2; : : : ;
Vr} be the set of color classes in G, and let C= {1; : : : ; r} be the set of colors.
Let n1; n2; : : : ; nr be the respective sizes of the color classes, and suppose that each
independent set of vertices of G of size at least n=min{n1; n2; : : : ; nr} is contained in
one of the color classes. De<ne an auxiliary bipartite graph B with partite sets X and
C, with Vi adjacent to j if and only if j appears in the list of each vertex in Vi.
Since G is uniquely r-colorable, a list coloring exists if and only if B has a perfect
matching.
Assume <rst that n¿ r− 1 or n= n1 = n2 = · · ·= nr . Given a list assignment L with
no list coloring, we show that (G; L) does not satisfy Hall’s condition. Since there
is no list coloring, B has no perfect matching. By Hall’s Theorem, for some positive
integer t there is a subset S of X of size t such that |N (S)|= t− 1, where N (S) is the
set of j in C such that j is adjacent to Vi for some Vi ∈ S. Each of the r − t + 1
colors in C − N (S) is missing from the list of some vertex in Vi, for each Vi ∈ S. So
for each Vi ∈ S we can choose a subset Wi of Vi of size at most r − t + 1 such that
each color in C − N (S) is missing from the list of some vertex in Wi.
If t ¿ 1 then, for each Vi ∈ S, choose any Ui such that Wi ⊆ Ui ⊆ Vi and |Ui|= n.
This can be done because of the assumption that n¿ r − 1 or n1 = n2 = · · ·= nr . For
each Vi not in S choose any subset Ui of Vi such that |Ui|= n− 1. We now show that
the subgraph Q of G induced by
⋃
Ui does not satisfy Hall’s condition. The order of
Q is |V (Q)|= tn+(r− t)(n− 1). Since each independent set of size at least n in G is
contained in some Vi, the independence number in Q is n for each color in N (S) and




(; L; Q)6 (t − 1)n+ (r − t + 1)(n− 1)= |V (Q)| − 1;
which violates Hall’s condition.
If t=1; then the above argument still works unless |W1|= r= n+1 (we may assume
S = {V1}). Now we let U1 =W1 and, for each i¿ 1, we let Ui be an arbitrary n-set
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(; L; Q)6 rn= |V (Q)| − 1;
again a violation of Hall’s condition.
(⇒) We now suppose that n6 r−2 and not all the color classes have the same size.
We will show that G is not r-HC by producing a list assignment L using r colors which
satis<es Hall’s condition yet admits no L-coloring. Assume n16 r−2 and n1¡n2 and
let Vi = {vi;1; vi;2; : : : ; vi;ni} for i∈{1; 2; : : : ; r}. We de<ne a list assignment L as follows:
L(v1; j)=C\{j} for i6 j6 n1 − 1;
L(v1; n1 ) = {1; 2; : : : ; n1−1; r};
L(v2; j)=C\{j} for i6 j6 n1;
L(v2; n1+1)= {1; 2; : : : ; n1 ; r};
L(u)=C for all other vertices u in G:
Clearly there is no L-coloring since both V1 and V2 must be given color r . We will
show that (G; L) satis<es Hall’s condition.
If H is an induced subgraph of G, let Ti =V (H) ∩ Vi for i∈{1; 2; : : : ; r} and let
m=max{|Ti|: 36 i6 r}. If any of the vertices v2; j (16 j6 n1 + 1) is not in T2
then H can be L-colored by assigning r to all vertices in T1 and j to those in
T2 (the rest is easy). So we can assume that |T2|¿ n1 + 1¿ |T1|. If m¿ |T2| then∑
 
(; L; H)=mr¿ |V (H)|. And if m¡ |T2| then
∑
 
(; L; H)= (|T2|−1)(r−1)+
|T2|¿ |V (H)|, the last inequality holding because |T2| is strictly greater than |Tj| for
all j =2. Thus (G; L) does satisfy Hall’s condition.
The second half of the proof of Theorem 3 given above actually uses only the
weaker hypotheses of Theorem 6, so it is a proof of Theorem 6 as well.
Proof of Theorems 7 and 8. We will actually prove Theorem 8. We will assume that
G has chromatic number r and is not HC and show that G is not (r + 1)-HC by
producing a list assignment L on G using r+1 colors, such that (G; L) satis<es Hall’s
condition but there is no L-coloring. Since G is not HC, by Theorem HJ1 G contains
a block which is not a clique, and hence G contains an induced subgraph which is
not a clique but contains a cycle. Let K be such an induced subgraph with a minimal
number of vertices. Clearly (Theorem R in [4]) K is either a cycle or a 4-cycle plus
a chord.
Let C= {1; 2; : : : ; r} and let  : V (G)→ C be a proper coloring of G. Letting %
be a color not in C, we de<ne a list assignment L to G (using r+1 colors) as follows.
If K is the cycle v1; v2; : : : ; vn; v1 (for some n¿ 4) let L(v1)= {%}, L(v2)= {%; (v2)},
L(vi)= {(vi−1); (vi)} for i∈{3; 4; : : : ; n − 1}, L(vn)= {%; (vn−1)}, while if K is a
4-cycle v1; v2; v3; v4; v1 plus a chord v1v3, de<ne L in the same way (so in either case
v2 and vn are not adjacent). For vertices v outside K let L(v)=C ∪ {%}.
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There is no L-coloring of K , so certainly there is no L-coloring of G. To complete
the proof we just need to show that (G; L) satis<es Hall’s condition. Clearly there is
an L-coloring of both G − v1 and G − vn (using % on vn or v1 and (v) for all other
vertices v), and it is easy to check that Hall’s condition is satis<ed on K , so to show
that Hall’s condition is satis<ed on G it su3ces to consider only those subgraphs of
G that contain v1; vn, and a vertex not in K . Let H be an induced subgraph of G
containing v1 and vn, P=H ∩ K , Q=H\V (K), and |V (Q)|=m (m¿ 0). Since the
graph induced by V (H)\{v1; vn} has an L-coloring which does not use % (use (v) for
each v), we have that
∑
∈C 
(; L; H)¿ |V (H)| − 2. Thus Hall’s condition will be
satis<ed if 
(%; L; H)¿ 2, so we assume that 
(%; L; H)= 1. This means that v2 ∈ V (H)
and V (Q) ∪ {v1; vn} induces a complete graph (since they all have % in their lists).
Hence m+ 26 r.
If n=4 then





the <rst inequality because v2 ∈ V (H) and the last inequality because each vertex not
in K has r + 1 colors in its list. Hence, in this case, Hall’s condition is satis<ed.
If n¿ 4, since each vertex of V (Q) is adjacent to v1 and vn, then by the minimality
of the cycle K there are no edges from V (Q) to {v3; v4; : : : ; vn−2}. Since v2 ∈ V (P), P
has an L-coloring '('(v1)= % and '(vi)=(vi−1) for all other vi ∈V (P)), and this can
be extended to an L-coloring of H because we can use any color except % and (vn−1)
for the vertices not in K , a total of r−1 colors to use on m vertices, where r−1¿m.
Since H has an L-coloring, it follows again that Hall’s condition is satis<ed.
4. Remarks and related problems
Not every graph that is r-HC but not HC has the structure described in Theorem 3.
For example, if r¿ 3 then the graph with r2 vertices obtained by taking the edges of a
Kr out of the complete r-partite graph with r vertices in each part has an independent
set of size r not contained in any color class, yet it is still r-HC but not HC. This
can be veri<ed by following the method used in the <rst half of the proof of Theorem
3, taking care to construct Q so that it is a complete r-partite graph. And the graph
with eight vertices obtained from K3;3;2 by deleting both edges from the color class
of size two to any of the other six vertices is not uniquely colorable, yet is 3-HC
but not HC (we veri<ed this by a short case-by-case analysis). There is no known
characterization of graphs which are r-HC but not HC for r¿ 3 (Theorem HJ2 is
such a characterization for r=2).
For a graph G and a positive integer k¿ (G) the k-restricted Hall number, hk(G),
(see [1–3,8]) is the smallest positive integer j such that Hall’s condition is su3cient for
an L-coloring of G for each list assignment L from a set of colors of size k such that
|L(v)|¿ j for each v∈V (G). So hk(G)= 1 if and only if G is k-HC. The graph G and
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list assignment shown in Fig. 1(a) shows that h3(G)¿ 2. It is not hard to show that
h3(G)= h(G)= 3. Since G is bipartite, h2(G)= 1. The graph H and list assignment
shown in Fig. 1(b) shows that h3(H)¿ 1. In fact, h3(H)= h(H)= 2. The sequence
h(G)(G), h(G)+1(G), h(G)+2(G); : : : is clearly nondecreasing and eventually constant
and equal to h(G). Theorem 7 just says that if the second term in the sequence is equal
to 1 then the sequence is constant. The Hall-thwart number (introduced in [1]) is the
smallest integer k such that hk(G)= h(G). Little is known about the Hall-thwart number
or other properties of this sequence; several results and comparisons to restricted choice
number are obtained in [1,2,9,10].
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